Curt wiring harness installation

Customer reviews. Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page
works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You
can still see all customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the United
States on April 7, Works well and easy to install on my Santa Fe. A few installation notes: 1 The
written instructions don't mention it but a plastic panel behind the drivers side rear tire must be
removed to access the auto's trailer light connectors. Remove 4 push pins and pull the panel off
of two locating pins. Top critical review. Reviewed in the United States on February 13, I
purchased this item in and it lasted about a year. It wasn't even being used when it went out.
The only way I knew it was malfunctioning was it started causing my right rear taillight to stay
on, even with the ignition off. I purchased another one in hoping it was a fluke, but that one also
only lasted about a year. Forget about finding help at the Curt customer service. I wrote them,
called them, but they wouldn't even listen to my request for replacement. They are junk. They
must either be not weather-tight, or mismatched to this application of a Hyundai Santa Fe. Sort
by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase only All
reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive All
critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There was
a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States. Verified
Purchase. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading comments right now. Amazon
told me this would fit my Kia Sorento so I ordered it. From the Youtube videos, it seemed like a
10 min installation. Just plug each end into its corresponding connectiton, secure it and done.
However, I came to learn that my vehicle apparently doesn't have the "towing pckage". From
what I can tell, this is basically just a hook up in the area under the back driver side. It would
have normally been an easy plug-n-play installation, but since I don't have this specific "towing
package", this item is useless. I am now gonna have to have the light wiring installed some
other way. Most likely by a local shop that I think has to go either from the back headlight or
possibly running wires up to the engine's battery. Much more involved than "plug-n-play". I may
call my dealer as well to see how much they charge for this hook up. I think this would have
been a good item if Amazon would have made further clarification on it. I'm also not sure its
really Amazon's fault just yet as I have a feeling Kia just started making this slight change on
their Sorento models and really didn't care to inform any companies about this. Basically, a trial
and error situation. Oh well. Again, check to make sure you have the "towing package" on your
vehicle before getting this. I installed the CURT Harness on my Santa Fe a little while back, the
instructions are very complete and it's a very simple job, done in about 20 minutes. I was told a
few weeks later that my lights weren't working right and after inspecting it myself found that the
left rear blinker stayed on all the time and didn't otherwise function. I placed a call to Curt's
customer service line and they gave me a test to do with my voltmeter and asked to call them
back. I did this and the results didn't make sense to them so they kindly sent me out a
replacement unit free of charge and asked that I send the old one back to diagnose it. Upon
installing the replacement I immediately found what was wrong. I had routed the wiring over that
faux opening thinking that it didn't actually touch the exhaust and wouldn't get that hot. Curt
has made a product that is very easy to install and works perfectly when you follow the
directions, they are even very helpful when their end users do dumb things. Don't do dumb
things. This wasn't the first Curt product I've bought and certainly won't be my last. Images in
this review. One person found this helpful. Bought and installed this harness in of April It
worked fine for the few times I used my utility trailer. Then when I connected my trailer a week
ago I had no lights working on it so I started tracking down the issue. I disconnected the trailer
and checked the wiring on it with a 12 volt battery and found everything working fine. I then
checked the harness on the vehicle and I found the fuse on the Curt unit was blown and when I
replaced it the plastic encased unit started smoking so I jerked the fuse out. Even with the fuse
removed the lights on my vehicle were malfunctioning. I completely removed the Curt harness
and thankfully my lights started functioning properly again. I fully inspected the wiring on the
unit and found no damage so whatever shorted out did so inside the Curt unit itself and luckily
did not burn my Sorento to the ground. I replaced the Curt unit with another brand and all is well
again. This vehicle has never been used to launch a boat or drive through deep water and very
little rain. I ordered this product for my Kia Sorento. I received the right harness, but the plugs
for the Kia are in under the car. Curt has you running the wiring harness along the underside of
the car. I didn't want to do that as that is always a nuisance. To put the harness inside of the car
involved pulling out the inside trim. Finding a good place, drilling a hole, finding and installing a
bushing, cutting the plug off the wiring harness, slipping he harness through the bushing,
sealing it, then attaching another purchased harness to the Curt one then putting all the trim

back on. Then, Curt has the converter box attached with double face tape. I cleaned a flat piece
of metal used acetone and alcohol, and the tape still let loose after a week!!. This connector
does not fit my Kia Sorento. The two-conductor plug connects but the four-conductor plug does
not fit the car's plug. I returned the first one in hopes that the wrong unit was in the opened
package I received. The replacement is the same - doesn't fit. I plan to splice it in. I requested a
pinout from the CURT website the units I received don't have the pinout sticker on them but
they did not respond to my request. If that doesn't work, I'll throw it away and buy one from an
auto parts store - what I wish i'd done from the start. I'd rather not jump through the return
hoops again! Otherwise the product looks like good quality. The installation instructions are
good too. This fit my Hyundai Santa Fe Sport 2. Thanks to other reviewers for indicating that it
worked fine for their Santa Fe's. My vehicle indicated it had a "Tow Prep Package", a standard
item on this model. There are two plugs, that match these plugs, under the panel at the back of
the car on the drivers side. We kept all wires under the vehicle with the "circuit box" being
attached to the frame above the spare tire. We used the double sided self adhesive tape along
with some strong glue to attach to the frame. Bought this in December, 3 and a half months later
it has became faulty and no longer works. Checked all wires, fuse, plugs and have concluded
the converter box black box has failed. Checked the plugs at the car and shows power on my
voltmeter but when I plug it into the Curt assembly there is no power at the trailer wire plug.
Hooked my trailer to another vehicle and the lights worked on the trailer. It would be nice if the
seller replaced this considering it did not even last 4 months on my brand new Kia Sorento. The
converter has power and failed internally I bought this from Amazon and installed it Feb.
Sorento is not a serious tow vehicle so it was used 3 or 4 times up to now with no problems. A
few weeks ago the Sorento develop a problem with right side turn signal staying on after the car
was shut off. Only way to turn it off was disconnect the battery. It makes perfect sense. The
converter has power and failed internally causing power to go to turn signal. I will be buying
another one just because I think it will work for about 3 years. At this point it should be a simple
plug and play install. Curt is probably playing the same game as other manufactures " Planed
failure " to produce more sales. This is my first review on Amazon after many years of being a
prime member. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the
form of a question. Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. They are built with some of the most advanced technology in
the industry, and each one is custom-fitted to work with a specific make and model. Some
automotive manufacturers install a special socket on the vehicle to be used for vehicle-to-trailer
wiring. Although this special socket is not equipped on every vehicle, a CURT custom wiring
connector -- also called a T-connector -- utilizes the socket for simple, stress-free installation.
Rather than requiring you to cut, splice and solder into your vehicle's wiring system, the
custom wiring connector uses a single OEM-compatible plug and instantly provides a standard,
universal vehicle-to-trailer wiring connection, typically in the form a 4-way flat. All CURT custom
wiring connectors are made vehicle-specific for the easiest possible installation and the best fit.
This particular plug-in connector provides a 4-way flat socket and is designed to be a custom
wiring option for certain years of the Honda CRV factory tow package required; to verify your
vehicle compatibility, see application info. It comes with all necessary hardware to establish a
solid connection. It also comes with a dust cover to keep the connector socket clean when not
in use. To ensure long-lasting reliability, all CURT custom wiring connectors are thoroughly
tested for optimal functionality. Stress is the last thing you should feel when towing a trailer -whether you're hauling your RV to that favorite camping destination, your ATVs up to the
hunting grounds or your fishing boat to the new hidden hotspot. At CURT, we think your towing
equipment should add to the enjoyment of your experience, not detract from it. CURT offers
custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you
there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. A CURT custom trailer wiring

harness is the easiest way to equip your vehicle with the proper electrical connection for towing
a trailer. Our custom wiring offers simple, plug-and-play convenience with no cutting or splicing
required, and provides a reliable connection for powering your trailer lights. Best of all, each
CURT custom trailer wiring harness is made vehicle-specific for a unique make and model. This
makes installation hassle-free and ensures optimal performance with your vehicle. CURT offers
two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors.
Both are made for specific vehicles, and both require zero cutting or splicing. This simply
requires access to the taillight wiring. A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into
a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Not all vehicles are equipped with this socket, but it
does make installing very easy. Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a
specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer
wiring output. Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness
for your vehicle is easy. Simply use your vehicle's year, make, model and style. The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. SMT is manufactured with automated processes
for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life
for the trailer light. Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations,
conditions that are common while towing, compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech.
Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item
for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 14 hrs and 22 mins Details. In Stock. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Save with Used - Like New. Sold by:
Amazon Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See
more. FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK
and HI. Fastest delivery: Tuesday, March 2 Order within 6 hrs and 22 mins Details. Only 1 left in
stock - order soon. Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are shipped from
and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping.
Ships from and sold by VM Express. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? Reese Towpower T-Connector. Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer.
Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products
and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile
of the journey. Reliable power. Key features of CURT trailer wiring Simple, plug-and-play
installation Constructed with SMT circuitry Provides a standard trailer wiring output, usually
4-way or 5-way flat Dust cover included to keep connector clean when not in use. Installation of
CURT custom vehicle trailer wiring. Two types of trailer wiring CURT offers two types of custom
trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Custom trailer wiring
connectors A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket
on the vehicle. Both vehicle-specific Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made
for a specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer
wiring output. Selecting custom wiring Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom
trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is easy. Minimum heat generation The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. Optimum light intensity SMT is manufactured
with automated processes for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes
optimum intensity and life for the trailer light. Durable performance Surface mount technology
is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions that are common while towing,
compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech. Customers who bought this item also bought.
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. Pull tire covered, remove rear sill 2 clips and pop off , remove 1
clip on driver rear trunk panel at the bottom, pop side panel out just a little bit, find white
connector at the top of wheel well tied to wiring loom blue tape around it , free that up and make

connection, use provided double sided tape and affix wherever you want out of the way I did
inside of quarter panel , put everything back together. Leave the connector and wire in the spare
tire area and drape over bumper when needed as the rear hatch will not hurt the wiring.
Installation of this wire harness requires removal of some car trim. I have ordered car trim
removal tool from Amazon for this purpose and it served me well. I have tested the harness with
multimeter before closing the trim. You can also buy a 4-pin trailer harness tester for this
purpose. I haven't used this harness yet, but planning to eventually rent a U-Haul trailer, which
will require this harness. One con - the included double stick tape was not sticky at all. I used a
long zip tie from my own stash to attach the harness controller to the car body. I wrapped the
controller with soft foam before attaching it so that it does not slip out from the zip tie. Foam
will also eliminate a vibration. This kit is nice. Honda includes a plug to attach to, but Honda
buried it quite a ways behind LH rear quarter panel. It's not a huge deal to access, just take your
time to carefully remove the pins and clips without breaking. Instructions were clear. Very clean
install. One person found this helpful. I installed one of these on our Honda CR-V. Went to test,
and noticed my running lights and 4 way flashers both not working on the car. In
troubleshooting after replacing the blown fuses , this adapter was found to be the issue. I would
note that the wire, when stripped back to splice into the car's harness was not the bright shiny
copper color one might expect. Instead the wires were nearly black. BTW, I installed this type
thing professionally for nearly 20 years while working as a service manager at a large RV dealer.
This was no incorrect install. I double checked just to make sure! The trailer wire connector is
located over the fuel door, necessitating the almost complete removal of the side panel. Honda
could have used 2 feet more wire and made this install a breeze. Honda also could have put a
hole in the spare tire well with a rubber plug in it so the wire could be run to the outside without
having to run it out of the hatch door and draping it over the bumper. This was very easy to
install. Took me about 10 min, most of the time was spent in pulling the wheel shroud open
sichnthst i could get the receptacle exposed. It was almost directly above my rear driver wheel. I
plugged it in, ran the black control box tona secure location and Stuck it an out of the way
location. Then ran the connector under the shroud And pressed the shroud back in place.
Initially seemed intimidating but for a modest Do It Yourself-er, the instructions combined with a
youtube video made it doable in under an hour. It has been connected for approximately six
months and we have hauled many trailer loads approx lbs of rock for a garden project with no
issues at all. The wiring is good quality and comes with mounting supplies, took maybe an hour
to put together by himself. Plenty of slack to reach out the tailgate and connect to a trailer-- I
used a command cable management hook to keep mine out of the way in the spare tire
compartment. I haven't had a chance to test it with a trailer, but I see no reason why it wouldn't
work just fine. Will update with an extra star when I do. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. It was very straightforward to hook up. You only need to access the inner back panel
on the driver's side; no wires run over to the passenger tail light. No extra connectors or
anything needed. Good instructions. Plan on about half an hour; maybe an hour if you hit a few
snags while trying to get the rear side panel off; they can be tricky to know just where the
hidden fasteners are. Report abuse. Easy to install. My Crv had already a plug for this wiiring.
Just be sure to unplug the battery before installing. Your radio will ask a code after replugging,
check in your Service Manual for a card with that number or contact your local dealership. This
trailer wiring kit is simple to install because instructions provided are easy to follow and you
can even watch a video of the installation. You will need a prying tool to release the plastic
panel inside the vehicle. I was careful and did not break any retaining tabs. Works perfectly and
the price was right. Very happy. Very very good stuff. Good info for installlation very easy to
install. Fast shipping! It't great that Honda includes a connector for this to plug into. Makes
wiring easy-peasy! Pages with related products. See and discover other items: wire for a trailer ,
Best brake lights for trailers , Trailer Lift Kits , trailer kits , Explore wiring harnesses for trailers.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Stress is the last thing you should

feel when towing a trailer -- whether you're hauling your RV to that favorite camping destination,
your ATVs up to the hunting grounds or your fishing boat to the new hidden hotspot. At CURT,
we think your towing equipment should add to the enjoyment of your experience, not detract
from it. They are built with some of the most advanced technology in the industry, and each one
is custom-fitted to work with a specific make and model. Some automotive manufacturers install
a special socket on the vehicle to be used for vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Though this special
socket is not equipped on every vehicle, a CURT custom wiring connector also called a
T-connector utilizes the socket for simple, stress-free installation. Rather than requiring you to
cut, splice and solder into your vehicle's wiring system, the custom wiring connector uses a
single OEM-compatible plug and instantly provides a standard vehicle-to-trailer wiring
connection, typically in the form a 4-way flat. All CURT custom wiring connectors are made
vehicle-specific for the easiest possible installation and the best fit. This particular connector
provides a 5-way flat socket while retaining use of the existing OEM socket. It is designed to be
a custom wiring option for a variety of vehicles see application info to verify fitment with your
vehicle. It comes with a dust cover to keep the connector socket clean when not in use. CURT
offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to
get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. A CURT custom trailer wiring
harness is the easiest way to equip your vehicle with the proper electrical connection for towing
a trailer. Our custom wiring offers simple, plug-and-play convenience with no cutting or splicing
required, and provides a reliable connection for powering your trailer lights. Best of all, each
CURT custom trailer wiring harness is made vehicle-specific for a unique make and model. This
makes installation hassle-free and ensures optimal performance with your vehicle. CURT offers
two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors.
Both are made for specific vehicles, and both require zero cutting or splicing. This simply
requires access to the taillight wiring. A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into
a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Not all vehicles are equipped with this socket, but it
does make installing very easy. Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a
specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer
wiring output. Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness
for your vehicle is easy. Simply use your vehicle's year, make, model and style. The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. SMT is manufactured with automated processes
for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life
for the trailer light. Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations,
conditions that are common while towing, compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech.
Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within
17 hrs and 37 mins Details. Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction.
Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from
Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced
products. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List.
These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold
by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Hopkins 4 Wire Flat Adapter.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers
custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you
there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Reliable power. Key features of CURT
trailer wiring Simple, plug-and-play installation Constructed with SMT circuitry Provides a
standard trailer wiring output, usually 4-way or 5-way flat Dust cover included to keep connector
clean when not in use. Installation of CURT custom vehicle trailer wiring. Two types of trailer
wiring CURT offers two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom
wiring connectors. Custom trailer wiring connectors A custom wiring connector uses a single
plug to plug into a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Both vehicle-specific Each custom
trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a specific make and model, featuring the
necessary components to provide a standard trailer wiring output. Selecting custom wiring
Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness for your vehicle
is easy. Minimum heat generation The high-quality components used in our custom trailer

wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit voltage drop and extend the life of the
circuits. Optimum light intensity SMT is manufactured with automated processes for maximum
consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life for the trailer
light. Durable performance Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and
vibrations, conditions that are common while towing, compared to traditional
through-hole-mount tech. Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Great item, great price. Tucks up nicely under my truck
hiding all the extra wiring from my installed lights. Most people buy the 4-way 4-pole version.
This however is the one you need if you want be able to use REVERSE lights in a plug and play
fashion such as for those tailgate light bars. Then, just add a bullet connector to your wiring
from the led tailgate light bar and plug it in. Works great as long as your vehicle has the
standard 7-way wiring like most GM trucks have from the factory. Used on a Sierra with stock
tow package. So what I like about this is the fact that it has the 5th pin for reverse lights. I used
this to Plug N Play into the vehicle wiring so I could add some reverse LED lights in the bumper
without having to tap into the stock wiring. Got this to wire in some step lights on my Silverado
and also rear reverse LED lights that mount under the bumper. This goes between the factory
wiring so you wire into this and don't touch factory wire with cruddy T taps and the like. THe
fifth wire blue on this from the reverse lights. Perfect for someone wanting to add one of those
under the tailgate light bars or do what I did and not have to touch the fatory harness! The light
bar company should just include one The light bar company should just include one of these as
part of their kit. Made putting my tailgate light bar with back-up lights on my truck so easy, I
installed it on both of my trucks. No cutting into the factory wiring harness. What could be
easier. I bought this so I could install an LED tailgate light bar with reverse lights, and not cut
into my factory wiring harness. It installs easily, I had other work to do on my truck so I
removed my bumper giving even more access. Worth the money to keep an uncut wiring
harness. One person found this helpful. I bought this so as not to have to splice a 4 pin trailer
plug on my Silverado. The installation was easy but upon testing nothing worked; not the 7 pin
nor the 4 pin. Upon removal and inspection the neutral pin is nothing but a stub that cannot
make an electrical connection. Amazon is sending a replacement that I hope does not have this
defect I will update when the new one arrives. I received the replacement and everything worked
perfectly. The three star rating reflects the two extra times I had to crawl under my truck due to
the defective initial order. By Dazlin on May 6, Images in this review. It snapped in perfectly. I
will update if there are any electrical problems. I had gotten worried when I received the
package because there was a list of vehicles that this fit, which included the Tundra, but not the
Tacoma. Anything I could find online either said it didn't fit the Tacoma, or it wasn't confirmed. It
does fit. I figured these were pretty standard, so if it snapped in, it will probably work. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Works great and as expected. Fast deliver as always.
Used to connect my tailgate light bar behind the bumper for a nice clean install. Well worth the
money and saved me from wiring into my factory harness on my brand new truck. Would
recommend!! If you need another plug or are adding a light bar to your truck this is the only way
to go. Effortlessly plugs into your current harness. Takes longer to crawl under the truck than it
does to install it. Fantastic product! Report abuse. Good quality product and worked perfectly
on my Ram including reverse signal. Worked great for not having to use electrical connectors
into vehicle wiring harness. Essentially Plug in and Go. With all capabilities still functioning
outside bumper trailer wiring plug ins. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: hummer h3 accessories exterior , hummer h3 wheel cover , ford transit , trailer wiring
connector , gmc sierra oem parts , jeep turn signal wiring. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please

enter a question. If your vehicle is not equipped with wiring for towing a trailer, CURT custom
wiring is the ideal solution. A custom wiring harness -- also called a T-connector -- is a simple,
plug-and-play electrical device that plugs into your automotive electric system and provides a
standard, universal trailer wiring connection. This is done using two or more vehicle-specific,
OEM-compatible connectors to plug into the taillight assembly, eliminating the need for cutting,
splicing and soldering during installation. Custom wiring harnesses are made vehicle-specific,
and while they are not available for all vehicles, they do offer one of the fastest, easiest and
most secure ways to wire a vehicle for towing. This particular plug-in harness provides a 4-way
flat connector socket and is designed to be a custom wiring harness to fit certain years of the
Chrysler PT Cruiser to verify your vehicle compatibility, see application info. It comes with all
necessary wiring components to establish a reliable trailer wiring connection, as well as a dust
cover to keep the connector clean when not in use. You have a picture in mind of your next
destination -- maybe it's the boat landing at your favorite fishing spot, maybe it's a campsite
that overlooks one of nature's masterpieces, or maybe it's the next big jobsite. However, turning
that picture into a reality takes more than just daydreaming. It takes a solid connection and the
right amount of power. CURT custom wiring is made with some of the most sophisticated
technology in the industry and is designed to install with ease, giving you a long-lasting
electrical connection for your towing hitch setup. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical
products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy
every mile of the journey. A CURT custom trailer wiring harness is the easiest way to equip your
vehicle with the proper electrical connection for towing a trailer. Our custom wiring offers
simple, plug-and-play convenience with no cutting or splicing required, and provides a reliable
connection for powering your trailer lights. Best of all, each CURT custom trailer wiring harness
is made vehicle-specific for a unique make and model. This makes installation hassle-free and
ensures optimal performance with your vehicle. CURT offers two types of custom trailer wiring:
custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Both are made for specific vehicles,
and both require zero cutting or splicing. This simply requires access to the taillight wiring. A
custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket on the
vehicle. Not all vehicles are equipped with this socket, but it does make installing very easy.
Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a specific make and model,
featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer wiring output. Whatever your
lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is easy. Simply
use your vehicle's year, make, model and style. The high-quality components used in our
custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit voltage drop and extend
the life of the circuits. SMT is manufactured with automated processes for maximum
consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life for the trailer
light. Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions
that are common while towing, compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 6 hrs
and 22 mins Details. Only 12 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships
from. Sold by. Brand: Curt Manufacturing. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all
three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers.
Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Trends
Auto. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Compare with similar items. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request
to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer.
Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products
and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile
of the journey. Reliable power. Key features of CURT trailer wiring Simple, plug-and-play
installation Constructed with SMT circuitry Provides a standard trailer wiring output, usually
4-way or 5-way flat Dust cover included to keep connector clean when not in use. Installation of
CURT custom vehicle trailer wiring. Two types of trailer wiring CURT offers two types of custom
trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Custom trailer wiring
connectors A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket
on the vehicle. Both vehicle-specific Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made
for a specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer

wiring output. Selecting custom wiring Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom
trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is easy. Minimum heat generation The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. Optimum light intensity SMT is manufactured
with automated processes for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes
optimum intensity and life for the trailer light. Durable performance Surface mount technology
is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions that are common while towing,
compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Connector fit is not the best, and a little extra
wire would be a good thing. But it does work, so far. The first step of trailering is usually to get
the lights to work, we'll see if this changes that. You're on your own to get power to the thing
and the directions are a bit ambiguous, but if you've done much auto electric, you should be
OK. This is the second PT cruiser I've done, so it didn't take long. Item did not last long.
Purchased in April. Worked for a while but recently had a pretty good rain storm one evening
and the box shorted out. Left my girl driving without dash lights or taillights as the fuse blew. I
replaced the fuse to check out the problem and there was actual smoke coming out from my
right taillight and then the fuse blew again. Removed the taillight and found the smoke was
actually coming from this box. Poor quality or just defective considering the box gets mounted
in the area under the right taillight per their instructions. Looked online after mine went out and
found others stating the same. Installed on PT Cruiser. Install wasn't too bad, wire is pretty
short so no slack to plug in to existing lights. Bought July and just over a year warranty ran out
along with it the harness module. Had to disconnect harness module so the PT lights would
function normally once again. Now only daylight trailering with caution. One person found this
helpful. My only complaint is the yellow double sided sticky pad is worthless garbage. I ended
up using superglue on the sticky pad to get it to stay glued to the cleaned dry surface. Other
than that it is working great and was not so hard to wire up. I installed this on a PT Cruiser. I did
find a way to run the wire down the inside of the driver side fender area and thru a cross
member under the car. Great product. Have one of these by another manufacturer on my car
now and it worked fine until it shorted out. Hoping for better luck with this one. Have always
done well with Curt products. Cruiser has no exposed wires, lines or holes to attach it to. Also
the clips fit into existing wiring way to tight and wont snap into place. I had to tape mine in and
after hours of scratching my head, Still cant figure out how to route the possitive wire to the
Battery. Plug-N-Play advertised is a little misleading and I have done mechanic work for over 30
years. Buy the one with the plugs so that you do not have to cut wires. Soo much easier. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Report abuse. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: truck towing wiring harness , pt cruiser chrome accessories. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack
Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second
Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. If your vehicle is not equipped with wiring for
towing a trailer, CURT custom wiring is the ideal solution. A custom wiring harness -- also
called a T-connector -- is a simple, plug-and-play electrical device that plugs into your
automotive electric system and provides a standard, universal trailer wiring connection. This is
done using two or more vehicle-specific, OEM-compatible connectors to plug into the taillight
assembly, eliminating the need for cutting, splicing and soldering during installation. Custom
wiring harnesses are made vehicle-specific, and while they are not available for all vehicles,
they do offer one of the fastest, easiest and most secure ways to wire a vehicle for towing. This
particular plug-in harness provides a 4-way flat connector socket and is designed to be a
custom wiring harness to fit certain years of the Ford Edge Titanium to verify your vehicle
compatibility, see application info. It comes with all necessary wiring components to establish a

reliable trailer wiring connection, as well as a dust cover to keep the connector clean when not
in use. You have a picture in mind of your next destination -- maybe it's the boat landing at your
favorite fishing spot, maybe it's a campsite that overlooks one of nature's masterpieces, or
maybe it's the next big jobsite. However, turning that picture into a reality takes more than just
daydreaming. It takes a solid connection and the right amount of power. CURT custom wiring is
made with some of the most sophisticated technology in the industry and is designed to install
with ease, giving you a long-lasting electrical connection for your towing hitch setup. CURT
offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to
get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. A CURT custom trailer wiring
harness is the easiest way to equip your vehicle with the proper electrical connection for towing
a trailer. Our custom wiring offers simple, plug-and-play convenience with no cutting or splicing
required, and provides a reliable connection for powering your trailer lights. Best of all, each
CURT custom trailer wiring harness is made vehicle-specific for a unique make and model. This
makes installation hassle-free and ensures optimal performance with your vehicle. CURT offers
two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors.
Both are made for specific vehicles, and both require zero cutting or splicing. This simply
requires access to the taillight wiring. A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into
a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Not all vehicles are equipped with this socket, but it
does make installing very easy. Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a
specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer
wiring output. Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness
for your vehicle is easy. Simply use your vehicle's year, make, model and style. The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. SMT is manufactured with automated processes
for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life
for the trailer light. Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations,
conditions that are common while towing, compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech.
Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within
13 hrs and 22 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from.
Sold by. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by 4Wheel Online. Customers who viewed this
item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More to consider
from our brands. Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play
takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Reliable
power. Key features of CURT trailer wiring Simple, plug-and-play installation Constructed with
SMT circuitry Provides a standard trailer wiring output, usually 4-way or 5-way flat Dust cover
included to keep connector clean when not in use. Installation of CURT custom vehicle trailer
wiring. Two types of trailer wiring CURT offers two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring
harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Custom trailer wiring connectors A custom wiring
connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Both
vehicle-specific Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a specific make
and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer wiring output.
Selecting custom wiring Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring
harness for your vehicle is easy. Minimum heat generation The high-quality components used
in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit voltage drop and
extend the life of the circuits. Optimum light intensity SMT is manufactured with automated
processes for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum
intensity and life for the trailer light. Durable performance Surface mount technology is able to
better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions that are common while towing, compared to
traditional through-hole-mount tech. Customers who bought this item also bought. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top

reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. It would have been easy to install except the tail lights didn't
work after instation. I ha a Ford Edge Titanium and it seems Ford decide to use a different wire
for the tailights, brake lights and turn signals were fine, than were used on previous models.
Once you figure out which wire not the brown wire, but one of the four white ones you simply
have to splice the brown wire leading to the hitch plug into that wire and all is well. BTW, the
second taillight is much easier to find than the first one. This is an easy fix. Simply plug in the
adaptors connector to the factory wiring harness and leave the plug going to the lights
unplugged. Turn on the lights at the dash, parking lights will do. Use a voltmeter to check each
pin on the open plug of the adapter. The pin with 12 volts present is connected to the wire to be
used for the tail lights. Locate the junction where the three brown wires meet. Cut the long
brown wire that goes to trailer connector and splice it into the white wire you have determined
to be the actual tail light lead. It will be the same wire for the tail light on the other side of the
car. This should allow all the lights to work as advertised. One person found this helpful. Would
have been wonderful if the proper information was included. Wired this all up, to find out that
this is titled wrong after 2 days of trouble shooting. It does not work on a Ford Edge. Both
blinkers blink together I thought it was a ground issue continued to research problem. Do not
buy for a Ford Edge. Hopefully Amazon and seller fix this mistake. Don't they check
components before shipping? Wouldn't work correctly and took a auto elect. Mechanic to find
that that the electronic components was faulty. Took a bit longer to install than expected but not
too difficult. Routed the plug to yhe outside of the car through the bumper and installed the
module in the trunk behind the side panel. Yhere are also two ground points against yhe side so
you can just remove the bolt and install your ground. Thr red wire needs to be cut and module
side grounded if you have an se or sel but it will work. Rubber cover broke while i was trying to
install but no big deal. Lights do not work properly and a different part number is needed for the
SEL. Works as expected. Great for the money, fit onto my bosses edge perfectly. It was pretty
easy to install on my Ford Edge and works great! See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. I receive the product and installed it as described but did not work properly. After
hours of trial and error I called Curt tech support who informed me that actually this is NOT the
wiring kit for my vehicle and in fact they do not make one as of yet. It took so much time to
install I asked if there could be a work-around and one very bright tech support guy figured out I
could rewire the kit so it would work and eventually I got it working ok. I told Curt that the
Amazon fit guide says this does fit a Edge and apparently they informed Amazon as now the
fitment guide says does NOT fit a Edge. Was a frustrating experience made a bit better by Curt
Tech Support Brad. By the way there are 2 ways suggested to install the wiring in an Edge. One
way totally from under the vehicle as shown on YouTube and another way from the spare tire
compartment inside the vehicle hatch as shown in the instructions. It is a bit more work via the
spare tire compartment but is a much better install that keeps the module away from damage
from the outside elements. Report abuse. Installed on my edge titanium. Better than factory in
my opinion. You have a replaceable fuse for when you plug into a bad trailer. And i installed so
modal and plug are dry in spare tire well. The installation of the wiring harness is not easy.
Follow the instructions and most of it will go well. Finding the best routing for the black "Power
Wire" is a bit of a challenge, no where near moving parts or hot bits!!! Final connection to
battery is a tomorrow job. Easy installation. Pages with related pro
jeep antenna
volkswagen cabriolet
mazdaspeed 6 rear differential
ducts. See and discover other items: gooseneck trailer parts , trailer brake wire , trailer wire
connector , trailer wiring connector. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Trends Auto. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

